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Abstract

In this paper we show how the testing equivalences and preorders on transition
systems may be interpreted as instances of generalized bisimulation equivalences and
prebisimulation preorders. The characterization relies on de ning transformations
on the transition systems in such a way that the testing relations on the original
systems correspond to (pre)bisimulation relations on the altered systems. Using
these results, it is possible to use algorithms for determining the (pre)bisimulation
relations in the case of nite-state transition systems to compute the testing relations.

1 Introduction
A common approach to the veri cation of systems involves the use of \high-level" systems as speci cations of lower-level ones. The higher-level system describes abstractly the
behaviour required of the implementation, while the lower-level one details the proposed
implementation. To establish that the proposed implementation satis es its speci cation
it is then necessary to prove a relationship between the higher-level and lower-level processes. Many relationships have been proposed in the literature as being suitable. They
are either equivalences, in which case one must show that the implementation provides
exactly the behaviour stipulated by the speci cation, or preorders, in which case one shows
that the implementation provides at least the behaviour required.
Within this relation-based framework the two most developed schools of thought are
the following.
1. Bisimulations [13, 15, 16] Equivalences and preorders are given in terms of recursively de ned relations called bisimulations and prebisimulations, respectively. The
formulation is mathematically elegant and yields ecient algorithms for determining if nite-state processes are related [9, 14]. However, it is often the case that
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these relations are too discriminating; two processes may be deemed unrelated even
though there is no practical way of ascertaining this to be the case. It is also the
case that there is no smooth connection between the preorders and the equivalences.
2. Testing/Failures [3, 5, 7] Equivalences and preorders are de ned in terms of tests
which processes may or must satisfy. This notion is intuitively appealing and has
led to a well-developed mathematical theory of processes that ties together the
equivalences and preorders. However, no characterization of these equivalences has
led to an algorithmic solution for nite-state processes.
The object of this paper is to describe algorithms for checking the various testing preorders and equivalences for nite-state processes. We do so by describing a
bisimulation/prebisimulation-based characterization of these relations that relies on a notion of process transformation. As a consequence of our approach any implementation of
a bisimulation/prebisimulation checker (of which there are several) can be easily adapted
to check for the testing relations; in fact, the technique has been used in the Concurrency Workbench [2], a general-purpose tool for the veri cation of nite-state processes.
Moreover, although it is well-known that the problem of testing equivalence is PSPACEcomplete [9], the theoretical complexity appears not to be problematic in practice; our
experience with a variety of examples has been that, in addition to being semantically
desirable, the testing relations are a computationally viable means of verifying processes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model of
processes that we use and de nes the various equivalences and preorders in terms of it.
Section 3 de nes the process transformations that we then use in section 4 to characterize
the testing relations in terms of bisimulations and prebisimulations. Section 5 sketches
how these results may be used to automate the testing relations in the case of nite-state
processes, while section 6 presents our conclusions.

2 Processes, Equivalences and Preorders
Our rst task is to de ne precisely the notion of process and the various process equivalences and preorders that we examine in this paper. These de nitions all rely on labeled
transition systems.

De nition 2.1 A labeled transition system is a triple hP; Act; !i, where
1. P is a set of (process) states,
2. Act is a set of actions containing a distinguished silent action,  , and
3. ! P  Act  P is the transition relation.

Intuitively, P represents the set of possible computation states, Act lists the actions that
computations may consist of, and ! describes the state transitions that may result from

the execution of an action in a state. The action  represents an internal computation
step. We shall write p !a p0 in lieu of hp; a; p0 i 2!, and we shall on occasion use p !a to
a 0
mean that there is a p0 with p !
p and p !
6 a if no such p0 exists. For technical convenience
we shall also only consider nite-branching transition systems in this paper; formally, this
a 0
means that for any p 2 P , jf p0 j 9a: p !
p gj < 1.
Given hP; Act; !i, any p 2 P also de nes a labeled transition system hPp; Act; !pi,
where Pp  P consists of the states reachable from p via some nite sequence of transitions
and !p is the restriction of ! to Pp. In this way, p de nes a process whose initial state
it p and whose operational behaviour is described by !p. Accordingly, we shall often
refer to elements of P as processes; moreover, if j !p j < 1 then we shall say that p is
nite-state. Note that if j !p j < 1 then jPp j < 1.

2.1 Bisimulations and Prebisimulations

Let hP; Act; !i be an arbitrary labeled transition system. Bisimulation equivalence, , is
an equivalence relation between elements of P that relates processes on the basis of their
behaviour. It is de ned in terms of relations called bisimulations. Here we shall de ne a
mild generalization of bisimulation equivalence.

De nition 2.2 Let   P  P be a relation. Then R is a -bisimulation if R   and
pRq implies the following.
a 0
1. p !
p ) 9q0: q !a q0 ^ p0Rq0.
a 0
2. q !
q ) 9p0: p !a p0 ^ p0Rq0.

Notice that if  = P  P then a -bisimulation is a bisimulation in the usual sense
[12, 13, 15].
The relation  is de ned in terms -bisimulations in the same way that  is de ned
in terms of bisimulations.

De nition 2.3 p  q if and only if there is a -bisimulation R with pRq.
The relation  is the largest -bisimulation; moreover, if  is an equivalence relation,
then so is  . Again, if  = P  P then  coincides with , the usual notion of
bisimulation equivalence.
<, is a behavioural preorder de ned on processes that
The prebisimulation preorder, 
is de ned in terms of prebisimulations [16]. Let *  P  Act be a predicate called the
divergence predicate; we shall write p * a in lieu of hp; ai 2* and p + a in lieu of :(p * a).
We shall de ne a slight generalization of the usual notion.

De nition 2.4 Let   P P and  P Act. A relation R is a h; i-prebisimulation
if R   and pRq implies the following.
a 0
1. hq; ai 2 ) [hp; ai 2 ^ (p !
p ) 9q0: q !a q0 ^ p0Rq0)].

a 0
2. p + a ) [q + a ^ (q !
q ) 9p0: p !a p0 ^ p0 Rq0)].

If  = P  P and = P  Act then a h; i-prebisimulation is a prebisimulation in the
<h; i as follows.
usual sense. We may now de ne 

De nition 2.5 p<h; iq if and only if there is a h; i-prebisimulation R with pRq.
<h; i is the largest h; i-prebisimulation. Furthermore, if  is a preorder then
Again, 
<h; i, for any . Note that if  = P  P and = P  Act then <h; i coincides
so is 
<.
with 

2.2 The Testing Relations

The testing relations are de ned on the basis of two preorders, <<may and <<must [3, 5].
These may be characterized in terms of the responses of processes to a collection of tests;
we shall however use an alternative characterization that relies on the following de nitions.

De nition 2.6 Let s; s0 2 (Act ? f g) be sequences of visible actions, and let a 2 Act.
1. )s is de ned inductively on the structure of s as follows.



(a) ) = !
, where !
is the transitive and re exive closure of !
.
s
as
, where  denotes relational composition.
= )  !a  )
(b) )
s 0
2. L(p) = f s 2 (Act ? f g) j 9p0 : p )
p g is the language of p.
a
3. S (p) = f a 2 Act j p !g
.
a 0
4. D(p; a) = f p0 j p !
p g; D(p) = Sa2Act D(p; a).
5. The convergence relation p # s is de ned inductively as follows.

(a) p #  if and only if there is no in nite sequence hpi ii0 such that p !
p0 and

pi ! pi+1 .
a 0
(b) p # as0 if and only if p #  and p )
p implies p0 # s0.
0

0

6. The acceptance set of p after s is de ned as follows.

A(p; s) = f S (p0) j p )s p0 ^ p0 !g
6
Most of these notions are straightforward. Notice that our assumption about nitebranching ensures that D(p) is always nite; it also implies that when p # s, A(p; s) is a
nite set of nite sets. Also, p # s if it is impossible for p to perform an in nite sequence
of  actions during the \execution" of s; it does not imply that s 2 L(p). The acceptance
set A(p; s) represents the set of \action capabilities" of p after s. A set S is in A(p; s)
if it is possible for a state to be reached from p via s such that the only next possible

actions are exactly those in S . The fact that A(p; s) may contain more than one such
set indicates that nondeterministic choices may occur during the execution of s; the more
sets A(p; s) contains, the more nondeterministic p is in its execution of s.
We also de ne an inclusion relation on sets of sets of actions in the following way.
De nition 2.7 Let A; B  2Act . Then A  B if it is the case that:

8S 2 A: 9S 0 2 B: S 0  S:
This relation is used in conjunction with acceptance sets to capture a notion of \less
nondeterministic than".
We may now de ne <<may and <<must as follows.

De nition 2.8
1. p <<may q if L(p)  L(q).
2. p <<must q if 8s 2 (Act ? f g): p # s ) (q # s ^ A(q; s)  A(p; s)).

The <<may relation corresponds to language containment, while <<must relates processes
on the basis of their convergence behaviour, embodied in the predicate # s, and their
relative degrees of nondeterminism, which is represented by the relationship between
their acceptance sets. It is worth noting that in the case of strongly convergent processes
{ namely, processes p such that for all s, p # s { p <<must q implies that q <<may p.
It also turns out that <<must can be de ned with respect to \minimized" version of
acceptance sets. Consider the operator min on acceptance sets de ned by
min A = f S 2 A j :9S 0 2 A: S 0  S g:

We then have the following result.
Lemma 2.9 Let A; B  2Act .
1. A  B if and only if min A  min B .
2. A  B and B  A if and only if min A = min B .

The other testing relations are de ned as follows.

De nition 2.10 The testing preorder, <<t, and the testing equivalences, =may ; =must

and =t, are de ned by:

1. p <<t q if p <<may q and p <<must q, and
2. p =i q if p <<i q and q <<i p, for i 2 fmay; must; tg.

3 Tgraphs, STgraphs and Dgraphs
The bisimulation/prebisimulation-based accounts of the testing relations rely on transforming the transition systems in question in a suitable way. In this section we describe
the kinds of transition systems to be generated and transformations used to generate
them. We rst de ne the notion of a deterministic transition system.

De nition 3.1 Let hP; Act; !i be a labeled transition system. Then ! is deterministic
if != ; and jD(p; a)j  1 for each p 2 P and a 2 Act.
If ! is deterministic then we shall sometimes say that the corresponding labeled transition
system is also deterministic.
Tgraphs are a particular class of labeled transition systems satisfying certain properties.

De nition 3.2 A labeled transition system hT; Act; !i is a Tgraph if the following hold.
1. ! is deterministic.
2. Each t 2 T is labeled by two pieces of information, t:acc and t:closed, with t:acc 
2Act and t:closed a boolean.

3. jt:accj < 1, 8S 2 t:acc: jS j < 1, and t:acc = min t:acc.
4. t:closed = true () t:acc 6= ;.
5. t:closed = false ) 8t0 2 D(t): t0:closed = false.

The de nition of Tgraph should be compared with notion of acceptance tree in [4, 5].
Intuitively, t:acc is an acceptance set, while t:closed represents whether or not a node is
\convergent" (or closed, in the terminology of [4]). Notice that if t:closed holds, then
t:closed must hold of each predecessor of t along !. On occasion, we shall say that a
Tgraph node t is closed if t:closed is true, and open otherwise.
Two variants of Tgraphs are also of interest.

De nition 3.3
1. Tgraph hT; Act; !i is a strong Tgraph, or STgraph, if for each t 2 T , t:closed =
false ) D(t) = ;.
2. Tgraph hT; Act; !i is a Dgraph if for each t 2 T , t:closed = false.

3.1 Building Tgraphs

We now de ne a construction for generating Tgraphs from arbitrary labeled transition
systems; these Tgraphs turn out to enjoy certain \language equivalence" properties with
the graphs from which they are built. We rst de ne the  -closure of a set of states Q as
follows.
Q = f p j 9q 2 Q: q ) p g
Notice that Q  Q for any Q. Also, extend the de nitions of D and # s to sets of states:

D(Q; a)

=

Q # s ()

[

q2Q

^

q2Q

D(q; a)
q#s

Now let L = hP; Act; !i be a labeled transition system. The Tgraph T (L) = hT; Act; !T i
is given as follows.
1. T = fhQ; bi 2 2P  boolean j Q = Q ^ (Q "  ) b = false) g.
2. For t = hQ; bi 2 T , de ne t:closed = b and
(
;
if b:closed = false
t:acc = min

f S (q) j q 2 Q ^ q !g
6 otherwise
3. For t1 = hQ1; b1i and t2 = hQ2; b2i, t1 !a T t2 exactly when the following hold.
(a) a 6=  .
(b) (D(Q1; a)) = Q2.
(c) [b1 = false ) b2 = false] ^ [(b1 = true ^ b2 = false) ) Q2 " ].
It is straightforward to verify that T (L) is a Tgraph. The de nition of # ensures
that t:acc satis es the niteness properties required of Tgraphs for each t 2 T , while the
construction of !T ensures that it is deterministic.
It is possible to alter this construction slightly to generate ST (L) and D(L), which
are an STgraph and Dgraph, respectively. The alterations are the following.
 ST (L) Replace (3c) with b1 = true ^ (b2 = false ) Q2 " ):
 D(L) Replace (1) with T = fhQ; falsei j Q = Q g:

3.2 Properties of Tgraphs

In order to establish the properties enjoyed by T (L), ST (L) and D(L) with respect to
L, it is useful to make some de nitions. Let p 2 P .

t(p) = hfpg ; p # i
d(p) = hfpg ; falsei

t(p) is meant to de ne the state in T (L) (and ST (L)) corresponding to p, while d(p) is
meant to de ne the state in D(L) corresponding to p.
In deterministic graphs such as Tgraphs, a sequence s 2 L(t) for a state t de nes a
unique state t0. Accordingly, we shall abuse notation and say that, for s 2 L(t), D(t; s) is
this state. We also rede ne the predicate # s for Tgraphs in the following way.
t #  () t:closed = true
t # as0 () t:closed = true ^ (t !a t0 ) t0 # s0)
Let L = hP; Act; !i. The rst lemma we state establishes a \language equivalence"
property between p 2 P and its corresponding nodes in T (L) and D(L).

Lemma 3.4

1. L(p) = L(t(p)), where L(t(p)) is interpreted with respect to T (L).
2. L(p) = L(d(p)), where L(d(p)) is interpreted with respect to D(L).

In general, this property does not hold between p and its corresponding state in ST (L).
We do have the following.

Lemma 3.5 Let s 2 (Act ? f g).
1. Assume that p # s and t(p) is in ST (L). Then s 2 L(p) if and only if s 2 L(t(p)).
2. p # s if and only if t(p) # s, where t(p) # s may be interpreted with respect to either
T (L) or ST (L).
3. If p # s and s 2 L(p) then D(t(p); s):acc = min A(p; s).

4 Testing via Bisimulations and Prebisimulations
In this section we prove our main results linking the testing relations on labeled transition systems with appropriate -bisimulations and h; i-prebisimulations on various
Tgraphs. Let L = hP; Act; !i be an arbitrary labeled transition system. We shall use
the following notation.

T (L) = hT; Act; !T i
ST (L) = hT; Act; !ST i
D(L) = hD; Act; !D i
We now turn our attention to the preorders. To start with, we need to de ne the
convergence predicate + a to be used in the de nition of prebisimulation on Tgraphs. We
use the following.
t + a () t:closed = true
Since this de nition does not depend on a we shall abuse notation and write t +.

Theorem 4.1 De ne  = fht; ui j t:acc = ; _ u:acc  t:acc g, and let p; q 2 P . Then
the following hold.

<h;;it(q) in ST (L).
1. p <<must q if and only if t(p)

<h;T Actit(q) in T (L).
2. p <<t q if and only if t(p)
The may preorder has a somewhat simpler description in terms of Dgraphs.

Theorem 4.2 Let p; q 2 P . Then p <<may q if and only if d(p)<hDD;DActid(q) in
D(L).

The Equivalence Relations

The characterizations of the equivalence relations are the following.

Theorem 4.3 Let p; q 2 P , and de ne  = fht; ui 2 T  T j t:acc = u:acc g. Then the
following hold.

1. p =may q if and only if d(p) DD d(q) in D(L).
2. p =must q if and only if t(p)  t(q) in ST (L).
3. p =t q if and only if t(p)  t(q) in T (L).

5 Deciding Testing for Finite-State Processes
In section 2 we introduced the labeled transition systems corresponding to the process with
\start state" p taken from a larger transtion system. These were written hPp; Act; !pi,
where each state in Pp is assumed to be reachable from p. In this section we consider the
problem of deciding the testing relations for such processes when j !p j is nite.
We examine the equivalence relations rst, since there are well-known algorithms for
computing bisimulation equivalence [9, 14]. These algorithms work in the following way,
for transition systems hPp ; Act; !pi and hPp ; Act; !p i.
0

0

1. Form hPp + Pp ; Act; !p + !p i, where + denotes disjoint union.
0

0

2. Starting with the universal relation (Pp +Pp )(Pp +Pp ), apply a relation re nement
procedure to generate the coarsest bisimulation.
0

0

3. If p and p0 are related by this bisimulation then the transition systems are equivalent;
otherwise, they are not.

Assume:

 E : (2P  bool) ! Tstate is an environment (partial function), initially unde ned,
mapping pairs comprising a set of states and a boolean to a Tgraph state;

 newstate is a function that allocates a new Tgraph state, given an acceptance set
and a boolean.

Function build takes a transition system, a partially constructed Tgraph, a set of states
and a boolean and returns a pair consisting of a Tgraph and its \start state".
fun build (hP; Act; !i, hT; Act; !T i, S  P , b): Tgraph  Tstate =
Construct S  ;
if E (hS  ; bi) exists then return hhT; Act; !T i; E (hS  ; bi)i
else let c = (b ^ 8p 2 S  : p # )
acc =if c then f S (p) j p 2 S  ^ p !g
6  else ;
t = newstate(acc; c)
in
E := E [hS  ; ci 7! t];
T := T [ ftg;
a
foreach a 2 f a 2 Act ? f g j 9p 2 S  : s !g
do

let Sa = D(S ; a)
hL; t0i = build(hP; Act; !i; hT; Act; !T i; Sa; c)
in !T := !T [fht; a; t0ig end;
return hhT; Act; !T i; ti
end;
fun T (hPp ; Act; !i) = build(hPp ; Act; !i, h;; Act; ;i, fpg, true);
Figure 1: A procedure for computing T .
To use these algorithms to compute the testing equivalences, they rst need to be modi ed to compute -bisimulations. In the case when  is an equivalence relation, this is
straightforward { replace the reference to the universal relation in step (2) with a reference
to . Note that for the testing equivalences,  is always an equivalence relation.
The other step in computing the equivalences involves de ning procedures for computing appropriate Tgraphs; given a transition system hPp ; Act; !i, the Tgraphs in question
are the portions of T (hP; Act; !i), ST (hP; Act; !i), and D(hP; Act; !i) reachable from
t(p), t(p) and d(p), respectively, with \start states" t(p), t(p) and d(p). We shall abuse
notation slightly and refer to these Tgraphs as T (hPp ; Act; !i), ST (hPp ; Act; !i) and
D(hPp ; Act; !i). Figure 1 sketches an algorithm for computing T (hPp ; Act; !i). The
method used is a variant of one presented in [8] for generating deterministic automata from
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Figure 2: Examples of the transition system transformations.
nondeterministic ones. Minor variations on this procedure compute ST (hPp ; Act; !i) and
D(hPp ; Act; !i). Figure 2
gives examples of the graphs produced by these transformations.
These transformations are in general PSPACE-complete, since the problem of computing failures equivalence (which is the same as testing equivalence) is known to be
PSPACE-complete and the bisimulation algorithms are of polynomial complexity. Intuitively, the diculty arises from the fact that a Tgraph might have a state corresponding
to each subset of states in the original graph and the fact that acceptance sets can theoretically have size exponential in the size of the action set. Practice, however, indicates
that Tgraphs in fact have fewer states than the transition systems from which they are

generated, owing to the fact that !
-transitions are collapsed. Moreover, acceptance sets
are small in practice, since the size of the acceptance set indicates the degree of nondeterminism present in the process and this is usually small. Our techniques have been
implemented in the Concurrency Workbench [2], and our experience for a variety of problems has been that computing testing equivalence takes about twice as long as computing
observational equivalence.

Computing the preorder relations can be performed in much the same way as calculating the equivalences. First, modify a \re nement-style" prebisimulation algorithm to
compute h; i-prebisimulations, and then apply the procedure to the appropriate deterministic graphs. As these algorithms are not so well-known we shall say no more about
them. The interested reader is referred to [2].

6 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a bisimulation/prebisimulation-based characterization of
the testing relations that relies on transformations of the underlying model of processes.
As a result, it is possible to use existing algorithms for computing bisimulations [9, 14]
and prebisimulations [2] in conjunction with appropriate transformation procedures to
compute the testing equivalences and preorders. Although the problem of computing
these relations is known to be PSPACE-complete, experience with the implementation
in the Concurrency Workbench [2] suggests that in practice they are computationally
well-behaved.
Other equivalences and preorders can also be characterized in terms of bisimulations
and prebisimulations on appropriately transformed labeled transition systems. For example, observational equivalence and observational congruence [13] may both be de ned in
this way, as can GSOS congruence [1] and the 32 -bisimulation preorder and equivalence
[10]. This suggests that our technique of using general bisimulation and prebisimulation
algorithms on transformed transition systems may be applied to compute other relations,
in addition to the testing ones.
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